
 

 

 

Education Grants Coordinator (Full-time) 

Jiv Daya Foundation is a private foundation based in Dallas, TX. Our broad mission is to improve quality 

of life for those most in need. In 2011, the Foundation launched the STEP initiative. This project provides 

Dallas-area schools with tablet devices for classrooms, in an effort to bridge the technology gap that 

exists in resource-challenged settings. Now at a critical stage in program development, STEP is looking 

for a dynamic, forward thinking individual to shape program growth.  

Position Details: 

Daily responsibilities will include monitoring and evaluation of current grants sites and goals, providing 

technical and curricular support to administration and teacher partners, and administrative duties. 

Grant coordinators will also collaborate with Program Manager to strategically plan and execute the 

scaling of our education program. This will focus on creating sustainable models for evaluation and fund 

/ resource development.   

This is a great opportunity for the right individual to become involved with key components of program 

building. A successful applicant must have strong attention to detail, excellent communication skills, and 

a proven history of strong work ethic.  Dynamic personality and passion for helping others are a must for 

this position.  

This role will involve a high level of classroom visits and onsite evaluation, requiring traveling time and 

access to reliable transportation.  A full-time candidate is preferred, though the Foundation will also 

consider applicants seeking a part-time position or internship. 

Required Skills: 

- Bachelor’s degree from an accredited 4-year university or an equivalent combination of 

education and experience 

- Self-motivated, quick learner with ability to pick up new concepts 

- Exceptional organizational skills 

- Able to work under pressure and manage multiple projects  

Compensation:  

Salary will range from $40,000-$45,000 annually dependent on level of education and experience.  

Benefits package includes Medical and Dental, 401K, Life and Disability Insurance.  

How to Apply: 

Submit a resume and cover letter in PDF format to recruiting@jivdayafound.org detailing why you are 

interested in the position, your relevant experience or background and why you believe this makes you 

suited for the position, and what you will offer to the Foundation.   


